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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION

Petitioners/Appellants David Stout and Utah Valley Regional Medical Center
("UVRMC") filed their Petition for Review of Agency Action on October 24, 2014. The
Utah Court of Appeals has jurisdiction pursuant to Utah Code Ann. §§ 63G-4-403(d) and
(h)(iii). Final judgment upon which this appeal is taken was entered on September 26,
2014. (R. 143-144) (Addendum A).
~

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES
ISSUE #1: Did administrative law judge Drew Quinn err in her application of the

law when she concluded that the claim UVRMC submitted to Wasatch Mental Health on
December 6, 2013 was untimely?
ISSUE #2: Did administrative law judge Drew Quinn err in her application of the

law when she concluded that the action of the Utah Office of the Inspector General
against UVRMC was not taken to resolve a dispute and therefore, UVRMC was not
entitled to a claim filing deadline exception under Section 11-13(2) of the Utah Medicaid
Provider Manual and 42 CFR 447.45(d)(4)(iv)?
ISSUE #3: Did administrative law judge Drew Quinn err in her application of the

law when she concluded that Utah-Medicaid did not commit a claim processing error and
therefore, UVRMC was not entitled to a claim filing deadline exception under Section
11-13(4) of the Utah Medicaid Provider Manual?
STANDARD OF REVIEW

With regard to all three issues set forth above, Judge Quinn's denial of UVRMC's
request for payment is a "law-like" mixed-question of law and fact. When reviewing
1

such issues, no deference is give~ to the prior decision.

See Murray v. Utah Labor

Commission, et al., 2013 UT 38. UVRMC's request for payment in conjunction with the
inpatient psychiatric care rendered to Mr. Stout on December 8 to December 23, 2013
must be reviewed de novo. Id.
DETERMINATIVE AUTHORITIES
Utah Code Ann. § 63G-4-403( 4)

(4) The appellate court shall grant relief only if, on the basis of the agency's record, it
determines that a person seeking judicial review has been substantially prejudiced by any
of the following: ... (d) the agency has erroneously interpreted or applied the law ... (h)
the agency action is: ... (iii) contrary to the agency's prior practice, unless the agency
justifies the inconsistency by giving facts and reasons that demonstrate a fair and rational
basis for the inconsistency ....
42 CFR 447.45

(d) Timely processing of claims.
( 1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

The Medicaid agency must require providers to submit all claims no later
than 12 months from the date of service.
The agency must pay 90 percent of all claim claims from practitioners, who
are in individual or group practice or who practice in shared health
facilities, within 30 days of the date of receipt.
The agency must pay 99 percent of all clean claims from practitioners, who
are in individual or group practice· or who practice in shared health
facilities, within 90 days of the date of receipt.
The agency must pay all other claims within 12 months of the date of
receipt, except in the following circumstances: ....
(iv) The agency may make payments at any time in accordance with a
court order, to carry out hearing decisions or agency corrective
actions taken to resolve a dispute, or to extend the benefits of a
hearing decision, corrective action, or court order to others in the
same situation as those directly affected by it. (Addendum B).

2

Utah Medicaid Provider Manual
Section 11-10 -Time Limit to Submit Medicaid Claims

A claim must be submitted to Medicaid within 365 days from the date of service. The
date of service, or "from" date on the claim, begins the count for the 365 days to
determine timely filing. For institutional claims that include a span of service dates (i.e.,
a "from" and "through" date on the claim), the "through" date begins the count for the
365 days to determine timely filing. Any adjustments or corrections must also be
received within the 365-day deadline. (Addendum C).
Section 11-12 - Denial Payment for Patients Not Eligible for Medicaid or Enrolled
in an Accountable Care Organization (ACO)

Medicaid is a benefit only to
rendered to a cli.ent who is not
rendered, nor will Medicaid
Organization (ACO) or Prepaid
(Addendum D).

eligible persons. Medicaid will not pay for services
eligible for Medicaid benefits on the date the service is
pay for services covered by an Accountable Care
Mental Health Plan, in which the patient is enrolled....

Section 11-13 - Requesting Review of Claim That Exceeds Billing Deadline

It is to your advantage to submit claims and follow-up on unpaid balances within the
billing deadline. Claims received by Medicaid after the billing deadline will be denied.
Providers may request the change to correct a claim outside of the timely filing deadline;
however, no additional funds will be reimbursed. Any exception to the 365-day limit is
stated below:
When Payment Can be Made on 'Late' Claim
If Medicaid denied a claim for exceeding the billing deadline, you may request a review
for payment. The situations listed below may be considered for review, provided
specific, appropriate documentation is submitted ....
2. Court order, to carry out hearing decisions or agency corrective action taken to
resolve a dispute, or to extend the benefits of a hearing decision, corrective action,
or court order to others in the same situation as those directly affected by it.

*

*

*

4. Situations involving agency error in processing a timely clean claim resulting in
the provider having to again file the claims beyond the one-year deadline have
been allowed as an exception to the filing deadline in hearing decision numbers
3

13-212-08 and 13-212-22. In accordance with 42 CFR 447.45(d)(4)(iv) and
paragraph 2 above, if a provider files a claim in such a situation, it is a 'same
situation' as to prior agency hearing decisions and may be processed. (Addendum
D.)
STATEMENT OF THE CASE

1.

Nature of the Case

Mr. Stout was a 32 year-old Medicaid recipient who received inpatient psychiatric
care at UVRMC on December 8 to December 23, 2010. Mr. Stout did not present his
Medicaid card at the time of admission and therefore, UVRMC used Medicaid's patient
information system, Blue Zone 1 to verify Mr. Stout's Medicaid status and eligibility.
Blue Zone revealed that Mr. Stout was Medicaid eligible. Blue Zone did not list a
specific mental health carrier for Mr. Stout. Based on the information provided by Blue
Zone, UVRMC billed Utah-Medicaid for the care and treatment rendered to Mr. Stout.
Utah-Medicaid accepted UVRMC's claim without reservation and issued a full payment
toUVRMC.
Two years later, the Utah Office of the Inspector General ("OIG") conducted a
post-payment review of UVRMC's claim concerning Mr. Stout. OIG concluded that at
the time of the events at issue, contrary to what Blue Zone stated, Mr. Stout was enrolled
in the Medicaid prepaid mental health plan issued by Wasatch Mental Health
("Wasatch"). OIG ordered UVRMC to refund the amount paid by Utah-Medicaid and to
seek reimbursement from Wasatch.

1

Blue Zone is an information management system provided by Medicaid to furnish
Medicaid-related patient and billing information to providers. (R. 203-204.)
4

~

UVRMC compiled with the orders given by OIG.

UVRMC refunded Utah-

Medicaid and submitted a claim to Wasatch. Wasatch denied UVRMC's claim on the
basis that it was submitted more than 365 days after the date of service and therefore, was
untimely. Wasatch refused to pay for the inpatient treatment that UVRMC had rendered
to Mr. Stout on December 8 through December 23, 2010, on the grounds that the request
for payment was untimely. Wasatch did not, nor has it ever, challenged the medical
necessity of treatment for this admission.
2.

Course of Proceedings

· Upon receiving notification that Wasatch would not pay for the inpatient
psychiatric treatment rendered to Mr. Stout, UVRMC initiated a Medicaid appeal with
the Utah Department of Health, Division of Medicaid and Health Financing.

All

involved parties submitted position papers. A formal hearing was held before Judge
Quinn on August 27, 2014.
3.

Disposition in the Administrative Court

On September 26, 2014, Judge Quinn issued a Recommended Decision in which
she concluded that UVRMC's submission of a claim to Wasatch was untimely and that
Wasatch was not obligated to pay for the care rendered to Mr. Stout. (R. 145-151)
(Addendum E). That same day, Michael Hales, Deputy Director of the Utah pepartment
of Health Medicaid and Health Financing, issued a Final Agency Order in which he
adopted the Recommended Decision of Judge Quinn. (R. 143-144) (Addendum A).

5

STATEMENT OF FACTS
1.

Emergency Department Presentation & Billing

Mr. Stout was a 32 year-old Medicaid recipient with a long history of anxiety,
paranoia and delusions. Per the instructions of his social worker, Mr. Stout presented to
the emergency department at UVRMC on December 8, 2010. There, treating providers
noted that Mr. Stout's psychiatric symptoms had escalated and worsened to the point that
he required inpatient psychiatric care.

(R. 101-107.) Mr. Stout remained in the hospital

until December 23, 2010. (R. 112-118.)
At the time of his admission, Mr. Stout did not present his Medicaid card to
UVRMC.

Accordingly, UVRMC staff checked and verified Mr. Stout's Medicaid

eligibility through Blue Zone (the patient information system provided by Medicaid). (R.
109-110.) Blue Zone provided that Mr. Stout was Medicaid eligible. Blue Zone did not
identify that any specific mental health carrier had been assigned to Mr. Stout. (Id.)
On January 6, 2011, based on the information provided by Blue Zone, UVRMC
submitted a claim to Utah-Medicaid for the care rendered to Mr. Stout. Without any
reservations, Utah-Medicaid paid UVRMC's claim on January 11, 2011.

2.

Audit, Refund & Rebill

Two years later, in 2013, the OIG performed a post-payment review of UVRMC's
claim concerning Mr. Stout. The OIG had been contracted by the Utah Department of
Health to perform program integrity functions including the performance of au4its to
ensure proper payment of Medicaid claims. (See Hospital Utilization Review Program
Superior System Waiver, Sections 1.4, 2.2 & 3.4, R. 120-125 (Addendum F); Utah
6

Admin. Code $30-1-1, et. seq. and Utah Code Ann. §63A-13-101 et seq.) On August 6,
2013, the OIG sent a letter to UVRMC indicating that it had improperly received
payment from Utah-Medicaid. (R. 127-128) (Addendum G). Specifically, the enclosure
to the OIG's letter stated:
Medicaid enrollment information indicates that at the time of this service,
the prepaid mental health plan for [Mr. Stout] was Wasatch Mental Health .
. . . The OIG finds an overpayment of $15,270.78. You must refund this
amount to Utah Medicaid and seek reimbursement from Wasatch Mental
Health.
(R. 130) (Addendum G).

In light of the OIG's correspondence, UVRMC refunded

$15,270.78 to Utah-Medicaid.
On December 6, 2013, UVRMC submitted a claim to Wasatch for the care
rendered to Mr. Stout in December 2010.

On February 6, 2014, Wasatch denied

UVRMC's claim on the basis that the "filling deadline had expired .... " (R. 132-133)
(Addendum H).

3.

Recommended Decision

A formal hearing before the agency was held on August 27, 2014. (R. 137-138.)
On September 26, 2014, Judge Quinn issued a Recommended Decision.
(Addendum E).

(R. 145-151)

Judge Quinn concluded that UVRMC's submission of its claim to

Wasatch was untimely. Judge Quinn concluded that Wasatch had no obligation to pay
UVRMC for the services rendered to Mr. Stout on December 8 through December 23,
2010. (Id.)

7

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

Judge Quinn's denial of UVRMC's request for payment was based on an incorrect
interpretation of the law.

The agency decision should be reversed for the following

reasons. First, UVRMC timely submitted a claim for payment to Medicaid on January 6,
2011. The January 6 submission satisfied the requirements of Section 11-10 of the Utah
Medicaid Provider Manual in that it was a claim "submitted to Medicaid within 365 days
form the date of service." (Addendum C).

UVRMC's claim was later refiled with

Wasatch in December 2013. The refiled claim was timely in that it relates back to when
UVRMC first filed the claim.
Second, even if UVRMC's claim to Wasatch was not timely, UVRMC is still
entitled to payment because the timing of UVRMC's filing was the result of an agency
corrective action taken to resolve a dispute. More than 365 days after the date of service,
the OIG audited UVRMC's claim concerning Mr. Stout and concluded that UtahMedicaid was not the correct payor. (R. 127-128) (Addendum G). The OIG demanded
UVRMC to refund Utah-Medicaid and then instructed UVRMC to submit its claim to
Wasatch. (Id.) But for the corrective actions of OIG taken to resolve a disagreement as
to whom was responsible for the cost of Mr. Stout's mental health treatment, UVRMC
would not have submitted a claim to Wasatch. UVRMC is entitled to submit a claim
after the 365 day filing deadline under Section 11-13(2) of the Provider Manual and 42
CFR 447.45(d)(4)(iv). (Addendum Band D).
Third, even if UVRMC's claim to Wasatch was untimely, UVRMC is further
entitled to payment because its claim to Wasatch is the result of an agency processing
8

error. Utah-Medicaid erred in its processing by paying a claim that should not have been
paid. If Utah-Medicaid had correctly processed and denied UVRMC's claim, UVRMC
would have had more than sufficient time to submit a claim to Wasatch within the 365
day filing deadline. UVRMC is entitled to payment on its claim under Section 11-13(4)
of the Provider Manual. (Addendum D).
This Court should reverse Judge Quinn's decision and issue an Order demanding
Wasatch to accept and pay UVRMC' s claim relating to the inpatient mental health
services rendered to Mr. Stout on December 8 to December 23, 2010.

ARGUMENT
A.

UVRMC TIMELY SUBMITTED ITS CLAIM TO MEDICAID AND
THEREFORE, IS ENTITLED TOPAYMENT.
The general timing and filing requirements for Medicaid claims are set forth in the

Provider Manual and state that "claim[s] must be submitted to Medicaid within 365 days
from the date of service." (Provider Manual 11-10) (Addendum C). UVRMC clearly
satisfied this requirement. UVRMC submitted its claim to Utah-Medicaid2 on January 6,
2011 - fourteen days after Mr. Stout was discharged from URVMC.

The fact that

UVRMC later had to re-file the same claim to Wasatch in December 2013 does not make
UVRMC's claim untimely.
The language in the Provider Manual is very broad in nature and requires only that
providers submit their claims "to Medicaid" within 365 days of service.

(Provider

Manual, Section 11-10) (Addendum C). Accordingly, the issue in this case is when
2

The Utah-Medicaid entity that was billed by UVRMC is a subpart of the overall Medicaid program administered in
Utah. Utah-Medicaid manages and operates the fee-for-service portion of Utah's Medicaid program.

9

"Medicaid" received notice of UVRMC's claim. Utah's overall Medicaid program is
comprised of and administered by multiple smaller subparts (i.e., fee-for-service plans,
managed care organizations, accountable care organizations, prepaid mental health plans,
etc.).

Utah's overall Medicaid program does not itself accept or pay claims.

Accordingly, the only way for a provider to submit a claim "to Medicaid" as required by
Section 11-10 of the Provider Manual is to send their claim to one of the program's
subparts. By filing a claim with Utah-Medicaid on January 6, 2011, UVRMC submitted
a claim "to Medicaid" within 365 days of service and fully complied with the
requirements of Section 11-10. (Addendum C).
Medicaid was timely notified of UVRMC's claim on January 6, 2011 and no
dispute was raised as to the amount billed or the medical necessity of the treatment
rendered. Any and all subsequent submissions of that same claim relate back to the date
of the original filing. The claim that UVRMC submitted to Wasatch was the exact same
claim that was filed with and paid by Utah Medicaid. UVRMC's submission to Wasatch
relates back to the January 6, 2011 filing date and therefore, was timely and should have
been paid.

Judge Quinn's decision that UVRMC's claim to Wasatch was untimely was

an incorrect interpretation of the law and therefore, should be reversed.
B.

EVEN IF UVRMC'S CLAIM TO WASATCH WAS UNTIMELY, UVRMC
IS STILL ENTITLED TO PAYMENT.

For the reasons set forth above, this Court should conclude that the claim UVRMC
submitted to Wasatch was timely and should have been paid. However, even if this
Court was to decide that UVRMC's claim to Wasatch was not timely, UVRMC is still

10

entitled to payment.

Exceptions to the 365 day filing requirement are found in the

Provider Manual and 42 CFR 447.45. First, Section 11-13(2) of the Provider Manual and
42 CFR 447.45(d)(4)(iv) state that payment on claims submitted after the billing deadline
may be made in accordance with:
Court order, to carry out hearing decisions or agency corrective actions
taken to resolve a dispute, or to extend the benefits of a hearing decision,
corrective action, or court order to others in the same situation as those
directed affected by it.
(Provider Manual, 1 l-13(a) and 42 CFR 447.45(d)(4)(iv)) (emphasis added) (Addendum
Band D).
Second, the Provider Manual further states that payment on claims submitted after
the general billing deadline may be made in:
Situations involving agency error in processing a timely clean claim
resulting in the provider having to again file the claims beyond the one-year
deadline ....
(Provider Manual, 11-13(4)) (Addendum D).
For the reasons set forth below in detail, UVRMC qualifies for these payment
filing exceptions and therefore, Wasatch should be ordered to accept and pay UVRMC's
claim.

1.

Corrective Action Taken to Resolve a Dispute Caused UVRMC to
Submit its Claim to Wasatch More Than 365 Days After Service.
Accordingly, UVRMC's Claim is Entitled to Payment.

A Medicaid entity can issue payment on a claim submitted after the 365 day filing
deadline when the delayed submission is the result of corrective action taken by an
agency to resolve a dispute. "The agency may make payments at any time ... to carry

11

out . . . agency corrective actions taken to resolve a dispute . . . ."

(42 CFR

447.45(d)(4)(iv); see also Medicaid Provider Manual, Section 11-13(2)) (Addendum B
and D).
While the term "corrective action" is not defined in the Provider Manual or the
Code of Federal Regulation, the term has been analyzed and explained by multiple
courts.

In general, a corrective action is something done to "remedy past wrongs"

(Takushi v. BAC Home Loans Servicing, LP, et al., 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 71531, *21
(D. Haw.)) or to correct "incorrect action." Doe v. Gillman, et al., 479 F.2d 646, 649 (8 th
Cir. 1973).

"The main purpose of any corrective action is to identify, correct, and

prevent recurrence of a performance problem or incident . . . ."

Brooks v. Charter

Communications, LLC, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 176224, *4 (M.D. Tenn.) In the context
of a federal insurance program billing dispute, "a corrective action plan [is a plan] to
correct deficiencies." Fox Ins. Co., Inc. v. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services,

et al., 715 F.3d 1211, fn.l (9 th Cir. 2013) (citation omitted).
The review performed by the OIG in this case clearly constitutes a corrective
action.

There is a memorandum of understanding between the OIG and the Utah

Department of Health which provides that the OIG will perform program integrity
functions including audits to ensure proper Medicaid claim payment.

(See Hospital

Utilization Review Program Superior System Waiver, Sections 1.4, 2.2, & 3.4, R. 120125 (Addendum F); see also Utah Administrative Code R30-1-1, et seq.; and Utah Code
Ann. §63A-13-101 et seq.) In this case, the OIG conducted a "post-payment review" for
the purpose of "verifying that claims had been paid in compliance with State
12

Administrative Rules and Utah Medicaid Policy." (R. 127, 130) (Addendum G). The
OIG identified that Utah-Medicaid had incorrectly issued payment to UVRMC. (See id.)
In order to correct that error, the OIG ordered UVRMC to reimburse Utah-Medicaid and
"to seek reimbursement from Wasatch Mental Health." (Id.) The OIG's entire role in
this matter was to identify and correct problems concerning the billing and payment of
Medicaid claims and to provide a remedy for any identified overpayment (which in this
case is to seek reimbursement from Wasatch). The OIG's own report in this case is titled,
"Notice of Agency Action: Notice of Recovery." (R. 129) (Addendum G).

The OIG's

actions clearly fall within the scope of corrective action. Even Judge Quinn recognized
the corrective nature of the OIG's actions. In her decision, Judge Quinn stated: "The
OIG action was a corrective action .... " (R. 150) (Addendum E).
While Judge Quinn recognized the corrective nature of the OIG's actions, she
incorrectly concluded, without any analysis, that the OIG's actions had not been "taken to
resolve a dispute". (R. 148, 150) (Addendum E). Based on that conclusion, Judge Quinn
improperly decided that the payment deadline exception set forth in Section 11-13(4) of
the Provider Manual and 42 CFR 447.445(d)(4)(iv) did not apply.

Judge Quinn's

decision was incorrect and should be reversed.
The phrase "taken to resolve a dispute," has not been defined by Medicaid or by
Utah or federal law. Counsel for UVRMC has only been able to identify one published
legal decision in which the phrase "taken to resolve a dispute" was considered. That
decision is: SSJ Medical Services, Inc. v. State of New Jersey Dept. of Human Services,
664 A.2d 505 (NJ. 1995). UVRMC cited to SSI Medical Services in its agency position
13

paper. Judge Quinn incorrectly concluded that the holding in SSI Medical Services was
not applicable to this case. (R. 148) (Addendum E). A correct analysis of SSI Medical
Services clearly reveals that the decision is both applicable and relevant. The matters at

issue in SSI Medical Services concerned a Medicaid billing dispute. SSI claimed that it
had timely submitted Medicaid claims to Prudential, a Medicaid processing center for the
-

New Jersey Department of Human Services.

The New Jersey Department of Health

denied SSI' s claims on the basis that they were submitted after the one year filing
deadline. SSI presented evidence that its claims had been submitted within one year, but
that Prudential lost them. Prudential presented evidence and argument that it had not lost
any information. The New Jersey Supreme Court concluded that the disagreement as to
whether the New Jersey Department of Health was obligated to pay SSI's claims
constituted a "dispute" under 42 CFR 447.45(d)(4)(iv). The New Jersey Supreme Court
ordered payment of SSI' s claims and explained:
A government agency should not be permitted to disallow a valid claim
against it by taking advantage of the mistakes and inefficiency of its fiscal
agent. Rejection of plaintiffs claims ... would be a miscarriage of justice.
Id. at 510.

Just like in SSI Medical Services, this case involves a dispute as to whether a
specific Medicaid entity (Utah-Medicaid or Wasatch) is responsible to pay UVRMC's
claim.

At all times relevant, it was UVRMC's position that Utah-Medicaid was

responsible to pay for the mental health services rendered to Mr. Stout.

UVRMC

evidenced it position by billing and then accepting payment from Utah-Medicaid.
Directly contrary to UVRMC, it is the OIG's position that Utah-Medicaid is not obligated
14

to pay for Mr. Stout's mental health care. Clearly, the positions of UVRMC and the OIG
are conflicted. The fact that UVRMC complied with the OIG's demand and refunded the
money paid to it by Utah-Medicaid does not change the fact that a dispute existed
between UVRMC and the OIG about who was responsible to pay for Mr. Stout's mental
health care.
The OIG's corrective actions were taken to resolve a dispute and resulted in
UVRMC having to submit a claim for payment after the one year filing deadline.
Accordingly, this case fit squarely within the billing deadline exceptions set forth in
Section 11-13(4) of the Provider Manual and 42 CFR 447.445(d)(4)(iv).

Therefore,

Wasatch should be ordered to accept and pay UVRMC's claim.
To hold otherwise would be fundamentally unfair.

The OIG audit system is

currently operating in such a fashion that audits are being performed after the 365 day
filing deadline has passed. Providers are being ordered to refund payments previously
made to them and thereafter, are directed to submit their claims to a different Medicaid
entity. However, when the providers refile their claims with the new Medicaid entity,
their claims are denied for being submitted after the one year deadline.

If the Utah

Department of Health is going to allow the OIG to go back greater than 365 days to audit,
providers need to be allowed an opportunity to correct identified errors and not be subject
to untimely filing issues. The audit system currently being enforced unfairly errs to the
detriment of the providers even when other parties, including Medicaid itself, have made
mistakes in the billing process.
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2.

An agency Processing Error Created the Need for Payment to be
Issued to UVRMC More Than 365 Days After Service. Therefore,
UVRMC is Entitled to Payment.

Even though UVRMC's claim was submitted to Wasatch more than 365 days after
service, UVRMC is entitled to payment. A provider is entitled to payment after the
general 365 day filing deadline if "agency error in processing a timely clean claim
result[ ed] in the provider having to ... file the claims beyond the one-year deadline .... "
(Provider Manual, Section 11-13(4) (Addendum D). The requirements of Section 1113(4) of the Provider Manual are satisfied in this case for the following reasons.
First, UVRMC's claim relating to the care rendered to Mr. Stout is a clean claim.
A "clean claim" is defined as a claim "that can be processed without obtaining additional
information from the provider of the service or from a third party . . . . " (42 CFR
447.45(b) (Addendum B). UVRMC's claim was processed by Utah-Medicaid without
any additional information. Therefore, the definition of a "clean claim" is satisfied.
Judge Quinn acknowledged that UVRMC's claim is a "clean claim."

(R. 148-149)

(Addendum E).
Second, UVRMC's claim to Wasatch was necessitated by an agency processing
error. While Judge Quinn acknowledged that UVRMC's claim was a "clean claim," she
refused to apply the payment exception set forth in Section 11-13(4) of the Provider
Manual because she concluded that no agency error in the processing ofUVRMC's claim
had been committed. (R. 148-149) (Addendum E). Judge Quinn's interpretation was
incorrect and therefore, her decision must be reversed. The notion of what constitutes an
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agency error in the processing of a federal insurance claim has been analyzed by multiple
courts, including courts in Utah.
In United States of America, ex rel. Sikkenga v. Regence BlueCross Blue Shield of
Utah, et al., 472 F.3d 702 (10 th Cir. 2006), the Tenth Circuit was asked to review an
employee's whistleblower lawsuit relating to allegations of improper billing practices by
insurance companies to Medicare. Edyth Sikkenga believed that her former employer,
~

Regence BlueCross BlueShield of Utah and Associated Regional University Pathologists
had presented false Medicare claims to the government. Sikkenga took actions to stop
what she believed was a "fraud" and thereafter, her employment was terminated.
Sikkenga brought suit under the False Claims Act and also alleged claims of wrongful
termination. The trial court dismissed Sikkenga's claims on various grounds. While
reviewing the trial court's decision, the Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals explained that
"claim processing," in conjunction with a federal insurance program, is the process by
which the federal program "look[s] ... to ensure that payments only go to [proper]
beneficiaries . . . ." Id. at 716. The Court further explained that the goal of claims
processing is to "improve the accuracy and timeliness" of claims management and to
"reduc[e] payment errors". Id.
In United States of America, ex rel., Quinn v. Omnicare, Inc., et al., 382 F.3d 432
(3 rd Cir. 2004), Omnicare, Inc., a Medicaid-provider pharmacy, and various of its
subsidiaries, including Pompton Nursing Home Supplies, dispensed medications to
patients living in long-term care facilities and billed Medicaid for the cost. Whenever
medication was returned to Pompton, Pompton would only send a check to Medicaid for
17

50% of the cost of the returned medication. Pomptom justified retaining the other 50% to
cover the expense of restocking and redispensing the medication.

Omnicare and

Pompton were charged with unjust enrichment and submitting false claims in violation of
the False Claims Act. The trial court granted summary judgment to Pomptom on the
claims.

During the process of reviewing the trial court's decision and determining

whether insurance regulatory provisions had in fact been violated, the Third Circuit Court
of Appeals explained that a claims processing error occurs when a "claim is paid ... and
it should not have been paid." Id. at 437.
The same reasoning was followed in In re: The Hillard Development Corp., et al.

v. Griswold, 185 B.R. 920 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1995). In In re: The Hillard Development
Corp., a nursing home operating corporation, Hillard, filed for bankruptcy. During the
proceedings, a settlement agreement was entered into by Hillard. Thereafter, Hillard
filed claims for reimbursement in relation to Medicaid claims. The Commonwealth paid
some of the claims, but disallowed others. Hillard filed a motion asserting that the terms
of the settlement agreement precluded the Commonwealth from disallowing payment of
Hillard's claims. While analyzing a Medicaid payment rate issue that related to Hillard's
motion, the Court identified that many errors had been made in the processing of
Hillard's claims. The Court concluded that "claims processing errors" had occurred with
claims that had been improperly paid (i.e., claims that should not have been paid, but
were in fact paid twice).
In 1993 the Commonwealth began recouping funds from the
reimbursements it was issuing to Hillard for its 1992 claims. Hillard
objected to the withholding because the 1993 [settlement] agreement
18

waived any disallowance the Commonwealth might have-in regard to
Hillard's 1992 claims. To make matters more confusing, in addition to
withholding funds, the Commonwealth also paid some claims twice as a
result of claims processing errors.

Id. at 925 (emphasis added).
Consistent with the holdings in Sikkenga, Quinn and In re: The Hillard
Development Corp., Utah-Medicaid committed an error when it processed UVRMC's
~

claim. The Provider Manual specifically states, "Medicaid will not pay for services
rendered to a client who is not eligible for Medicaid benefits on the date the service is
rendered, nor will Medicaid pay for services covered by an Accountable Care
Organization (ACO) or Prepaid Mental Health Plan, in which the patient is enrolled."
(Provider Manual Section 11-12) (emphasis added) (Addendum D).

Despite clear

authority that Utah-Medicaid is not to pay claims for clients enrolled in prepaid mental
health plans, Utah-Medicaid accepted, processed and paid UVRMC's claim.

Utah-

Medicaid paid UVRMC's claim without any complaint or reservation even though,
according to the OIG, Mr. Stout was enrolled in a prepaid mental health plan and UtahMedicaid was not the correct payer.

(R. 130) (Addendum G).

The fact that Utah-

Medicaid issued payment to UVRMC when such a payment should not have been made
is direct evidence of an agency claims processing error.
Utah-Medicaid's claims processing error directly caused UVRMC to have to
submit a claim to Wasatch more than 365 days after the date of service. Had UtahMedicaid processed UVRMC's claim correctly and denied payment, UVRMC would
have had more than sufficient time to submit a claim to Wasatch before expiration of the
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365 day filing period.

UVRMC qualifies for the claim filing exception set forth in

Section 11-3( 4) of the Provider Manual and therefore, this Court should reverse the
agency decision and issue an Order demanding Wasatch to accept and pay UVRMC's
claim.

CONCLUSION
For these reasons, the agency's decision should be reversed and vacated and an
Order issued by this Court demanding Wasatch Mental Health to accept and pay
UVRMC's claim for mental health services rendered to Mr. Stout on December 8 to
December 23, 2010.
DATED this }

/1}

day ofFebruary, 2015.
STRONG & HANNI

By:

~N. ~ ~
Catherine M. Larson
Jennifer R. Carrizal

Attorney for Appellants
David Stout and Utah Valley Regional
Medical Center
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In re: David Stout,
Intermountain Healthcare,
Petitioner,
V.

)
)

)
)
)

FINAL AGENCV ORDER
Case No. 14-056-06

)

Wasatch Mental Health,
Respondent.

)
)

IF YOU ARE NOT SATISFIED WITH THIS DECISION, YOU MAY SEND A REQUEST
FOR RECONSIDERATION TO THE MEDICAID FORMAL HEARINGS OFFICE
WITHIN TWENTY (20) DAYS AFTER THIS DECISION IS SIGNED. IF YOU WOULD
LIKE TO APPEAL THIS DECISION, YOU MAY FILE A PETITION IN THE UTAH
COURT OF APPEALS WITHIN THlRTY (30) DAYS AFTER THIS DECISION IS
SIGNED. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS, CALL 801-538-6576.
The enclosed Recommended Decision has been reviewed pursuant to Section §63G-4-301
Utah Code Ann. 1953, as amended, entitled "Agency Review - Procedure," and Utah
Admin. Code R410-14, entitled 11 Administrative Hearing Procedures. 11
I hereby adopt this Recommended Decision in its entirety.

~-:
'

RIGHT TO REVIEW

~

Reconsideration: Within twenty (20) days after the date that this Final Agency Order is
issued, you may file a written request for reconsideration with the Medicaid Formal Hearings
Office. Any request for reconsideration must state the specific grounds upon which relief is
requested. The filing of such a request is not a prerequisite for seeking judicial review.
Judicial Review: Judicial review may be secured by filing a petition in the Utah Court of
Appeals within thirty (30) days of the issuance of this Final Agency Order. The petition shall
state the specific grounds upon which review is sought, and a copy shall be served upon tlie
Director of Medicaid and Health Financing. If a request for reconsideration is filed and
denied, a petition may be filed within thirty (30) days of the denial for reconsideration .

..!).~
O

UTAH DEPARTMENT OF

'-"' HEALTH
Yf •

~

. 288 North 1460 West• Salt Lake City, UT
Mailing Address~ P.O. Box 143 l0l • Salt Lake City, UT 841 \4-3 lOl
Teh:phonc·(801) 538-6689 • Facsimile (801) 538-6478 • www.health.utah.gov
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Failure to file such a petition within the 30-day time limit may constitute a waiver of any right
to appeal the Final Agency Order.
If you request a Reconsideration as described above, you may not file an appeal in the Court
of Appeals until either a denial of the Reconsideration is received, or after 20 days from the
date it was filed.
A copy of this Final Agency Order shall be sent to Petitioner or his/her representative at the
last known address by certified mail, return receipt requested.

DATED this

jJ£_ day of September 2014.

Deputy Director, Utah Department of Health
Director, Medicaid and Health Financing

I
I

·I

I

1

2
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LEXISNEXIS' CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS
Copyright (c) 2014, by Matthew Bender & Company, a member
of the Lexis Nexis Group. All rights reserved.
*** This document is current through the December 18, 2014 ***
*** issue of the Federal Register***
TITLE 42 -- PUBLIC HEALTH
CHAPTER IV -- CENTERS FOR MEDICARE & MEDICAID SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES
SUBCHAPTER C -- MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS
PART 447 -- PAYMENTS FOR SERVICES
SUBPART A-- PAYMENTS : GENERAL PROVISIONS

Go to the CFR Archive Directory
42 CFR 447.45

§ 447.45 Timely claims payment.

(a) Basis and purpose. This section implements section I 902(a)(37) of the Act by specifying-( I) State plan requirements for-(i) Timely processing of claims for payment;
(ii) Prepayment and postpayment claims reviews; and
(2) Conditions under which the Administrator may grant waivers of the time requirements.
(b) Definitions. Claim means (I) a bill for services, (2) a line item of service, or (3) all services for one beneficiary
within a bill.
Clean claim means one that can be processed without obtaining additional information from the provider of the
service or from a third party. It includes a claim with errors originating in a State's claims system. It does not include a
claim from a provider who is under investigation for fra ud or abuse, or a claim under review for medical necessity.
A shared health facility means any arrangement in which-( I) Two or more health care practitioners practice their professions at a common physical location;
(2) The practitioners share common waiting areas, examining rooms, treatment rooms, or other space, the services
of supporting staff, or equipment;
(3) The practitioners have a person (who may himself be a practitioner)-(i) Who is in charg~ of, controls; manages, or supervfaes stihs1antiah1spects of the arrangement or operation for the
delivery of health or medical services at the common physical location other than the direct furnishing of professional
health care services by the practitioners to their patients; or

(ii) Who makes available to the practitioners the services of supporting staff who are not employees of the practitioners; and

(iii) Who is compensated in whole or in part, for the use of the common physical location or related support services, on a basis related to amounts charged or collected for the services rendered or ordered at the location or on any
basis clearly unrelated to the value of the services provided by the person; and
(4) At least one of the practitioners received payments on a fee-for-service basis under titles V, XVIII, and XIX in
an amount exceeding$ 5,000 for any one month during the preceding 12 months or in an aggregate amount exceeding$
40,000 during the preceding 12 months.
The term does not include a provider of services (as specified in§ 489.2(b) of this chapter), a health maintenance
organization (as defined in section 130l(a) of the Public Health Service Act), a hospital cooperative shared services
organization meeting the requirements of section 50J(e) ofthe Internal Revenue Code of 1954, or any public entity.
Third party is defined in§ 433.135 of this chapter.
(c) State plan requirements. A State plan must (1) provide that the requirements of paragraphs (d), (e)(2), (f) and
(g) of this section are met; and
(2) Specify the definition of a claim, as provided in paragraph (b) of this section, to be used in meeting the requirements for timely claims payment. The definition may vary by type of service (e.g., physician service, hospital service).
(d) Timely processing of claims. (1) The Medicaid agency must require providers to submit all claims no later than
12 months from the date of service.
(2) The agency must pay 90 percent of all clean claims from practitioners, who are in individual or group practice
or who practice in shared health facilities, within 30 days of the date of receipt.
(3) The agency must pay 99 percent of all clean claims from practitioners, who are in individual or group practice
or who practice in shared health facilities, within 90 days of the date ofreceipt.
(4) The agency must pay all other claims within 12 months of the date of receipt, except in the following circumstances:
(i) This time limitation does not apply to retroactive adjustments paid to providers who are reimbursed under a
retrospective payment system, as defined in§ 447.272 of this part.
(ii) If a claim for payment under Medicare has been filed in a timely manner, the agency may pay a Medicaid
claim relating to the same services within 6 months after the agency or the provider receives notice of the disposition of
the Medicare claim.
(iii) The time limitation does not apply to claims from providers 'under investigation for fraud or abuse.
(iv) The agency may make payments at any time in accordance with a court order, to carry out hearing decisions
or agency corrective actions taken to resolve a dispute, or to extend the benefits of a hearing decision, corrective action,
or court order to others in the same situation as those directly affected by it.
(5) The date of receipt is the date the agency receives the claim, as indicated by its date stamp on the claim.
(6) The date of payment is the date of the check or other form of payment.
(e) Waivers. (I) The Administrator may waive the requirements of paragraphs (d) (2) and (3) of this section upon
request by an agency if he finds that the agency has shown good faith in trying to meet them. In deciding whether the
agency has shown good faith, the Administrator will consider whether the agency has received an unusually high volume of c.laims which are not clean claims, and whether the agency is making diligent efforts to implement an automated
claims processing and information retrieval system.
(2) The agency's request for a waiver must contain a written plan of correction specifying all steps it will take to
meet the requirements of this section.
(3) The Administrator will review each case and if he approves a waiver, will specify its expiration date, based on
the State's capability and efforts to meet the requirements of this section.

(t) Prepayment and postpayment claims review. (1) For all claims, the agency must conduct prepayment claims
review consisting of-(i) Verification that the beneficiary was included in the eligibility file and that the provider was authorized to furnish the service at the time the service was furnished;
(ii) Checks that the number of visits and services delivered are logically consistent with the beneficiary's characteristics and circumstances, such as type of illness, age, sex, service location;

(iii) Verification that the claim does not duplicate or conflict with one reviewed previously or currently being reviewed;
(iv) Verification that a payment does not exceed any reimbursement rates or limits in the State plan; and
(v) Checks for third party liability within the requirements of§ 433.137 of this chapter.
(2) The agency must conduct post-payment claims review that meets the requirements of parts 455 and 456 of this
chapter, dealing with.fraud and utilization control.
(g) Reports. The agency must provide any reports and documentation on compliance with this section that the
Administrator may require.

HISTORY: [44 FR 30344, May 25, 1979, as amended at 55 FR 1434, Jan. 16, 1990]
AUTHORITY: (Secs. 1102 and 1902(a)(37) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1302, 1396a(a)(37)))
NOTES: NOTES APPLICABLE TO ENTIRE CHAPTER:
[PUBLISHER'S NOTE: Nomenclature changes affecting Chapter IV appear at 45 FR 53806, Aug. 13, 1980; 50 FR
12741, Mar. 29, 1985; 50 FR 33034, Aug. 16, 1985; 51 FR 41338, Nov. 14, 1986; 53 FR 6634, Mar. 2, 1988; 53 FR
47201, Nov. 22, 1988; 56 FR 8852, Mar. I, 1991; 66 FR 39450, 39452, July 31, 2001; 67 FR 36539, 36540, May 24,
2002; 77 FR 29002, 29028, May 16, 2012.]

LexisNexis (R) Notes:
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Utah Medicaid Provider Manual
Division of Medicaid and Health Financing

GENERAL INFORMATION
Updated July 2014

and requires the use of the national ANSI standards for receiving and returning electronic
information.
Acceptable software meets all file and data specifications contained in the ANSI X 12
implementation standard.
Your software vendor can advise you as to systems which use the ANSI standards in compliance
with HIP AA and the UHIN requirements.
Trading partners, whether individual providers or provider groups, have responsibilities to
adequately test all business rules appropriate to their type and specialty. If using a third-party
vendor (clearinghouse), it is the obligation of the trading partner to ensure the vendor has
adequately tested all business rules appropriate to each provider type and specialty.

NCPDP Pharmacy Point of Sale (POS) System
The Point of Sale (POS) system accepts standardized claims for pharmacy services to be submitted
through an electronic data exchange. For information about acceptable software for submitting inquiries,
transmitting claims, and electronic procedures and messages, refer to Section 2, Pharmacy Services. As
electronic data interchange features become available, Medicaid will notify providers in the Medicaid
Information Bulletin.

EDI Resources
ASC Xl2 Implementation Guides are available from the Washington Publishing Company at www.wpcedi.com.
Utah Medicaid-specific Companion Guides to the X 12 Implementation Guides and National Council of
Prescription Drug Programs (NCPDP) payer sheets are available on the Medicaid website at
https://medicaid.utah.gov.

Utah Medicaid EDI Help Desk
Telephone 800-662-9651 or (801) 538-6155, option 3, option 5
Written correspondence can be sent to:
Bureau of Medicaid Operations
PO BOX 143106
Salt Lake City, UT 84114-3106

11 - 10

Tim<: Limit to Suhmit Me<.licaid Claims

A claim must be submitted to Medicaid within 365 days from the date of service. The date of

S:!f"Vice, or "from" date on the dam, beJinsthe count for the 365 days to determine timely filing.
For institutional claims that include a span of service dates (i.e., a "from" aid "through" date on
the dam), the"through" date be_;Jinsthe count for the 365 days to determine timely filing. Any
adjustments or corrections must also be received within the 365-day deadline.
Medicare/Medicaid Crossover claims must be submitted within six months from the date of
Medicare payment stated on the Medicare Explanation of Medical Benefits (EOMB).
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References: Code of Federal Regulations 42 (CFR), Section 447.45(d) (1).

lkhill Denied Claims with Corrt.'l'ted lnformatio11

11 - 11

If a claim has been denied for incorrect infonnation, correct the claim and resubmit it, rather than calling
Medicaid Information. Until the claim is billed correctly, it cannot be processed.
Denial of Paynu.·nt for Patients Not Eligible for Medicaid
Care Organization (ACO)

11 - 12

<ff

Enrolled in an Accountahlc

Medicaid is a benefit only to eligible persons. Medicaid will not pay for services rendered to a client who
is not eligible for Medicaid benefits on the date the service is rendered, nor will Medicaid pay for services
covered by an Accountable Care Organization (ACO) or Prepaid Mental Health Plan, in which the patient
is enrolled. Because Medicaid makes available information as to what medical or mental health plans the
patient must use, a fee for service claim will not be paid even when information was given in error by
Medicaid staff. Staff make every effort to provide complete and accurate infonnation on all inquiries.

Requesting Review of Claim That Exceeds Billing Deadline (Updated //1114)

11 - 13

It is to your advantage to submit claims and follow-up on unpaid balances within the billing deadline.
Claims received by Medicaid after the billing deadline will be denied. Providers may request the
change to correct a claim outside of the timely filing deadline; however, no additional funds will be
reimbursed. Any exception to the 365-day limit is stated below.
(Reference: Chapter 11 - 10, Time Limit to Submit Medicaid Claims)

When Payment Can Be Made on ' Late' Claims
If Medicaid denied a claim for exceeding the billing deadline, you may request a review for
payment. The situations listed below may be considered for review, provided specific, appropriate
documentation is submitted.
l.

Provider is under investigation for fraud or abuse.

2. Court order, to carry out hearing decisions or agency corrective actions taken to resolve a
dispute, or to extend the benefits of a hearing decision, corrective action, or court order to
others in the same situation as those directly affected by it.
3. Situations involving a provider who conforms with Medicaid requirements by billing a third
party payer first, resulting in non-payment after the one-year billing deadline, have been
allowed as an exception to the filing deadline in hearing decision numbers 13-078-02 and 13239-03. In accordance with 42 CFR 447.45(d)(4)(iv) and paragraph 2 above, ifa provider
files a claim beyond one year in such a situation, it is a" sane situa:ion" as to prior cgency
hearing decisions and may be processed.
4. Situations involving agency error in processing a timely clean claim resulting in the provider
having to again file the claims beyond the one-year deadline have been allowed as an
exception to the filing deadline in hearing decision numbers 13-212-08 and 13-212-22. In
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UTAH DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
DIVISION OF Mt:DICAID AND HEALTH FINANCING

STATE OF UTAH

-----------. --·--------· ----------------------------000---------------------·--------------------IN RE: DAVID STOUT,
INTERMOUNTAIN HEALTHCARE,
.Petitioner,

RECOMMENDED DECISION
Case number 14-056-06

WASATCH MENTAL HEALTH,
Respondent.

Drew Quinn
Administrative Law Judge

·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.------Petitioner- Intem1ountain Healthcare filed a timely hearing request appealing a denial by
Respondent Wasatch- Mental Health ("W:rvfH'') of payment for an inpatient psychiatric stay of

Medicaid client David Stout ("DS"). Respondent denied the claim because it was filed more th.an{
365 days after the date of service, which was December 8 through December 23, 2010. Several
prehearing con.ference calls were held, and Petitioner, Respondent, and Utah Medicaid all
submitted bri~fs discussing the issues. Oral argument was held on August 27, 2014, with Catherine
Larsen, Craig Hall and Cody Thornock representing Petition~r. Doran Williams representedt
Respondent, and Stephanie Saperstein represented the Utah Department of Health.

ISSUE
ls Respondent's denial of payment for the inpatient stay because_ it was billed more than one year1
after the date of service in accordance with Utah Medicaid poJicy and applicable federal rules?
flNDINGS OF FACT
.

1.

Medicaid client DS

•

.

I
1

I

was brought to_ the Utah Valley Regional Medical Center emergency:!

room·on December 8, 2010 by his sister-in•law. After evaluation by a crisis worker and
the e~ergency room doctor, he was admitted to the inpatient psychiatric unit. 1 He wast
djs~harged on December 23. 2
·
1
4. Petitioner verified DS's Medicaid eligibility by consulting Blue Zone, which did not;
identify a mental health carrier. Petitioner did not make any other attempts to verify DS 's'. .
eligibility.
...~-:

1

2

See Psyc_hiatric Admission Report attached hereto as -Exhibit A.
See Discliarge Summary attached hereto as Exhibit B.
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:

~·

.
i

I

it.;, ·

\"

3. DS did not have his printed Medicaid carci with him and· sta;ed that he had forgotten
The Medicaid.card listed Wasatch Me~tal Health as OS's-prepaid mental health plan. 4
~ 4. Respondent was involved with DS's treatment and care during the st~y at issue.5
l
5. Petitioner billed Medicaid for the inpatient stay on Jaµuary 6, 2011. The claim was paid!
by Medicaid on January 11,201.1.
. 1
6. In .2.0 i 3 Petitione.r received a notice f):om the Utah Office of Inspector Gen~ral stating th~\{
a post payment review had revealed that Petitioner had improperly received payment for! -•
the stay at issue from Utah Medicaid. 6 Petitioner refunded the money to Medicaid and sent
a claim to Respondent WMH .
. · 7. Respondent denied -the claim for being beyond the timely filing limit, and stated that since
Petitioner was aware
billed WMH. 7
. that WMH assisted in
. DS 's treatment
.· it should have
.

·.

;

i

~j
I

j

APPLICABLE STATUTE AND POLICY

·:

I

42 Code _of Federal Regulations §447.45

J

I

'(b)Definitions. Claim means (1) a bill for services, (2) a line item of service, or (3) all services fori
one benyficiary within a biH.
·
·
!
Clean .claim means one that can be processed without 9btainipg additional Information from
provider of the service or.from.a third party. It includes a claim with errors originating in a State's!
claims system. It dQes n9t in~lude a claim from a provide~ who is under investigation for fraud or.I
abuse, o_r a claim undet Feview for medical necessity.
.!
(d)Th71ely processing of claims.
(4). The agency must• pay all other claims within 12 months of the date of receipt, except in:
the following .circumstances:
:
(i) This time limitation does not apply to retroactive adjustments paid to providers who
reimbursed under a retrospective payment system, as defined in§ 447.272 of this part.
:
(ii) If a claim for payment under Medicare has been ;filed in a timely manner, the agency may pay!
·a Medicaid claim-relating to the same services within 6 months after the agency or the providerr
:receives notice of the disposition of the Medicare-claim.
.. 1
(iii) The time limitation does not apply to claims from providers under investigation for fraud or'

thel

arel

•

••

•

· abuse.
·.
.;
-(iv) The agency may make payments at any time in accordance with a court orde~, to carry out:
hearing decisions or agency coi-recti~e actions taken to resolve a dispute, or to extend the benefits:
of a hearing decision, corrective-action, or couit order to others in the same situation as those,
. directly affected by .it:

.

.

Utah Medicaid Provider Manual, General Information
Section 11 - .10 Time Limit to Submit Medicaid Claims
• A claim must be submitted to Medicaid within 365 days from the date of service.The date of
3

See P.atieht Account. Notes attached hereto as ·Exhibit C.
See copy of Medicaid card attached hereto as ExhibitD.
5
See medical records attached hereto as Exhibit E.
6
: See OIG letter attached hereto as Exhibit F.
7
. See WMH letter attaclied hereto as Exhlbit G.
4
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service, or "from,, date on the claim, begins the count for the 365 days to determine timely filing.!' ·
For institutional claims that include a span of service dates (i.e., a "from" and "through,, date on
the·claim), the "through;, date begins the count for the 365 days to determine timely filing, Any ,
· adjustmerits or .con-ections n;iust also be received within the 365-day deadline.
i·

i

.J

-

i

I

:1

- ·section

.

t"t- - l3 Requestinij Review of Claim That Exceeds Billing Deadline (Updated 1/1/14)

~

.

•f

I
j

. When Payment Can Be Made on 'Late' Claims
· If Medicaid denied a claim for exceeding the billing deadline, you may request q. review for
f
payment. The situations listed below may be considered for review, provided specific, appropria~e;
documentation is submitted·.
f
. 1:, Provider is under investigation for fraud or abuse.
l
.2. ·Court ord~r, to C?UTY out hearing aecisions or agency corrective actions taken to-resolve a
: ·
· dispute, or to extend the benefits of a hearing decision, corrective action, or court order to
'
otli.ers in the same situation as those directly affected by it.
3. Situations 'involving a provider ,who conforms with Medicaid requirements by billing a third
party payer first, resulting jn non-payment after the one-year billing deadline, have been
allowe.d as an exception to the filing deadline in hearing decision numbers 13-078-02 and 13239·03. In accordance with 42 CFR 447.45(d)(4)(iv) and paragraph 2 above, if a provider
files a claim beyond one ye~r "in such a situation, -it is a "same sH:uation" as to prior agency
. l_iearjng de.cisions and ·may; be processed.
4. Situatiqns involving agency error in process1ng a ti:qiely clean claim re~ulting in the provider :
having to again file the claims beyond the one-year dea~line ~ave been allowed as an
~
exception to the fUip.g deadline in hearing decisionnmpbers 13-212-08 and 13~212-22. ln
accordance with 42 CFR 447.45(d)(4)(iv) and paragraph 2 above, ifa provider files a claim in
. such a situation, it is "same situation" to prior agency hearing decisions and may be
processed.

a

as

Utah.Medicaid Provider Manual, General Information
. Section 5, Verifying Medicaid Eligibility
·
· 'Updated Oc_to~er·2010

,..

A Medicaid client is :required to present the Medicaid Identification Card' b~fore eaclJ_ service, arid
evety provider must verify each patient's. eligibility EACH TIME and BEFORE services are
rendered. ·Providers must know if the client is currently eligible for Medicaid, enrolled in a;
managed care plaq, Emergency Services or the Restriction Program ... Eligibility and health pfan.
en,rollment inay change from month to month. The infomiation needed is printed on the client's!
Medi~aid Identification Card or the Interim Verification of Eligibility. .The provider may wish to~
copy
the card
to substantiat~ the Medicaid claim.
.
.
1

·•·

...

Note 1: ¥edicaid staff makes every effort to provide complete and accurate information on all ·
inquiri~s. }Iowever, federal regulations do not allow a claim to be paid even if the information-;
g~vep.to a.-provider hX Medicaid staff was incorrect.~
: .

•

.

8

Medicaid provider manual, 2010. A complete copy of the section is attached hereto as Exhibit H.

~
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REASONS FOR DECISION
I

. The facts

of this ·matter are widisputed. When DS arrived at the hospital he had forgotten his;

Medicaid card, so Petitioner checked Medicaid'·s "Blue Zone" which showed that he had:
·,traditional Medicaid. It did not -list a mental health plan. Petjtioner billed Medicaid and was paid.
· Not uiitil well after the timely filing deadline was Petitioner told by OIG that it should have billed:
Respondent Wasatch Mental Health) DS' s mental health plan, instead of Medicaid. However ,1
when Petitioner billed Respondent, the claim was denied for being outside of the timely filing~
limft. Petitioner argues that by paying the claim when it shou]d not have, Medicaid "deprived";
Petitioner ofthe.opporh.t~ty to resubmit the claim to Respondent in a timely manner. 9 Respondent,
asserts that Petitioner knew that WMH was involved in DS' scare and therefore should have known:
· ,they were th·e responsible party to be billed. Utah Medici;iid's position is that the initi~l mistake:
: was Petitioner's and that Medicaid will not "save,, them from its consequences.

I.

!

TIMELY FILIN.G EXCEPTIONS

· :The Code of Federal Regulations and the Utah Medicaid Provider Manual state that claims must~·
be -submitted- and paid within 365· days of the date .of service. There are exceptions, ~hich are;
found in both 42 CFR .§447.45 and the Provider Manual. Petitioner in its Reply Memorandum:
· -argues that because the OIG's role was to identify and correct problems concerning overpayment:
by· Medicaid•,
case at Ji.and falis within at least one of the exceptions. Exception number I and;
number 3 from the Provider Manual are not applicable to this case since Petitioner is not under
investigation for fraud or abuse and it did not bill a third party payor first.

•

the

··The second exception list~d in the Manual allows .payment at any time

to carry out "corrective:
~ctions tal<.en to·resolve a dispute." None of the parties addressed the meaning of the phrase "to!
resolve a di~pute." The OIG discovered the billing error through its audit process, not in:
connection with.a dispute, aithough its action can be termed a corrective action. Petitioner argues_,
· that·the OIG took action to correct an error, and that when corrective agency actimi is in,volved·,
the 365 day fillng deadline does not apply. To support this premise, Petitioner refers to SSI
Medical Services, Inc. v. State of New Jersey· Dept. of Human Services. 10 However, the issue in.
the SSI case involved. burden of proof and the court ruled that the claims had in fact been filed·
within the year limit. In the instant case, Petitioner's timely claim was filed with the wrong entity,~
. . so the case is nqt ~pplicable.

~·
...
.
.:..

The fourth .exception listed in th~ Manual invol~es "agency error in processing a timely clean-;·
claim.". Peti_tioner did file its claim with Medicaid shortly after the end of the inpatient stay and:
well.wi!h.jn the year deadline. Is a.claim filed with~the wrong entity a clean claim? The definition
of a clean claim is one "that can be proces$ed without obtaining additional information from the. ·

'

•

provider of the service or from a third party." The term "clean claim" is used in sections addressing
: t4nely proc~ssing and payment of claims. 11 Howev~r subsection· (d)(4) which contains the'..
exceptions to the time limitations uses the term "all other claims." The Utah Medicaid Provider·
. Manual _uses :the term "clean claim'' in its exceptions to timely filing. Medicaid asserted during;
9
_
10

See Petitioner's Reply Memorandum, page 6.
·284 NJ. Super. •184 (1995)
·
11
Section ~4 7.45(d)(2) an.d (3) set time Iim its within which the agency must pay clean claims.
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oral ~gument that the claim at issue was not a clean claim, inferring that because it was. wrongly~·
billed it must ~ot be a clean claim-. However, Petitioner's claim was able to be processed without
addition~l information, so under the CFR definition it was a clean claim. If Medicaid's use and
understanding of the term is different, it should provtde its own definition.
·
An additional requirement contained in the fourth exception is that there must have been agency
error in the processing of a timely clean claim. The Manual cites to two cases as examples of
agency error in processing a clean claim. Those cases involved claims for clients dually eligibl~
. for both Medjcare and Medicaid. The infonn·ation transmitted from Medicare to Medicaid was
incorrect, causii:ig the Medicaid system to wrongly deny payment. It was a situation in which only'
Medicaid could discover and correct the error.
.In the instant case, Petitioner initially billed the wrong entity,. and Medicaid paid the claim.i
-Because it required no additional infonnation- needed to process the claim, was it an agency error;
to process and .pay it? The very definition of a clean claim implies that no additional effort needs:
to be ~pent by Medicaid in processing the payment. Was Medicaid under an obligation to check~
.whether the client was emolled with a prepaid· mental health plan in addition to verifying that he;I
was eligible .for Medicaid?
.
II.

VEIUFICATION OF ELIGIBILITY

The Utah Medicaid Provider.Manual make:;; it clear that the responsibility of verifying a cliep.t's·
eligibility rests with the provider. 12 It states that "every provider must verify each patienes:
eligibiiity EACH .TIME and BEFORE services are rendered," including if a client is. enrolled in a:
managed care plan. Petitioner checked DS' s eligibility through Blue Zone, and was given
incomplete inforn1ation that led to the filing of the chiim with the wrong entity. Petitioner did not
·h1dicate that there were any additional attempts to verify ns•s-eligibility, such as trying to locate:
his Medicaid card, or calling Medicaid directly. Asking the medical professionals· who were;
working with DS would also have revealed the presence of WMH which was providing treatment'
for DS.
.

-

-The task of checking and sometimes rechecking eligibility is necessary for every provider. Clients
· change plans, become ineligible one month and then are eligjble again. Keeping up with all the
changes is a difficult task. It is not unheard of for. Medicaid or other government agencies to give
out incomplete ot erroneous information. Recognizing this, a Note in the Manual, immediately·
fol1owip.g the verificµtion section, states that "Medicaid staff makes every effort to provide·
complete and accurate information on all inquiries. However, federal regulations do not allow a:
-claim to be paid ~ven i.fthe infonnation given to a provider by Medicaid staff was incorrect." 13 As
a g~neral rule, an inadvertent or unauthorized act of a state officer or subordinate i$ not binding on.'.
the state agency because a state cannot adopt a -rule based OIJ. improper statements that would"
benefit one individual but harm the public as a whole. 14
•

12
13
14

See Section 5, Verifying Medicaid Eligibility.
language appears both in the 2010 version and the current version.

• This

Of~ce of the ~tto'rney General ~fthe State of Utah, Opinion No. FO74•038m 1974.
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Ill.

i

vol

\

ESTOPPEL

Toe legal theory of equitable estoppel prevents a party based on its own prior acts from claiming·
· a right against ·another person who has legitimately relied on those acts. In this case, Petitioner is.·
claiming that because it relied on the information given through Blue Zone, and act_ed on the
'infonnation, it should be allowed to file its claim beyond the year limit. The elements of equitable·
estoppel are: (1) an admission, statement, or act inconsistent with the claim afterwards asserted;.
. (2) action by the other party on the faith of such- admission, statement, or act; and (3) injury to such
other party resulting from allowing the first party to contradict or repudiate such admission,
stat~ment or act. 15 In the instant case, there was in incomplete statement and payment of the claim:
by Medicaid, on which Petitioner relied. Petitioner argued that its reliap.ce on the information from:
arid. payment of the· claim by Medicaid was reasonable. Petitioner will be injured financially if it:
d?es not receive payment for the treatment it rendered to DS.
.I
· The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals examined a claim of estoppel against Medicaid after1
Medicaid disallowed benefits to a health center. 16 The Court stated that in certain narrow~
· · circumstances estoppel is allowed against .the .government, and that the reasonableness of the.
· reliance by the party· asserting estoppel is the central inquiry. It held that actual ·or constructive.
knowledge of the true state of affairs will defeat the reasonableness of the reliance. 17 In the instant:
:case, Petitioner ·had constructive knowledge that DS was enrolled with WMH as reflected by:
medical records cqntaining references to WMH case workers involved' in OS's treatment. 18 :
Petitioner's constructive knowledge
its lack of follow-up attempts to verify the patient's.
: eligibility defeat the reasonableness of :Petitioner's reliance on the information acquired from Blue·
..Zqne. Estoppel is therefore not applicabJe to this situation.

and

IV. · CONCLUSION
I•

·It· is true. that providers of Medicaid services .must keep trac;k of and ·abide by many rules and,
regulations while providing medical treatment to Medicaid clients. Petitioner said that not being,
able to bill outside of 9ne year, when post payment review can reach much farther back,. is unfair. ;
This senfi~ent is unde~standable, but the undersigned must abide by the rules und~r which the~
system operates which take a broader view of financing Medicaid. Approving payment a 201 0 ·
claim would benefit Petitioner but adversely affect the state's ability to .plan for and ·control the·
_cost of serying its Medicaid clients if payment of this and· similar untimely claims are a11owed on~
_an ongoing .basis.

on

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1. . ~he OIG action was a corrective action, but was not taken to resolve a dispute, and was
not extending the benefits of a ·hearing decision, corrective action, or court order to
others in the same situation as those directly-affected by it.

15
•
16

Celebrity Glitb. In~. v. Utah liquor Control Comm., 602 P.2d 689,694 (Utah 1979).
Woodstock/Kenosha Health Center v. Schweiker, 713 F.2d 285 (7 th Cir. 1983)
17
Jdat 290.
18
See Exhibit E.
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2. The claim at issue was a clean claim because it did not require any additional information'

,

. ,,
~

from the provider •or £tom a thir«;i party in order to be processed .
3. The.re was.no-~gency error in the processing of the clean•claim.

4.

,
Petitioner.knew or should. have known from Respondent's involvement in DS's treatment:
that WMH was DS's prepaid mental health plan.
DECISION

The decision of Respondents to deny payment on the basis that the claim was not billed in a'.
timely manner is hereby AFFIRMED.
:

RIGHT TO REVIEW

...

'

This Recommended Decision wiII be automatically reviewed by the Department of Health,~
Division of Medicaid and Health Financing, prior to its release. Both the Recommended Decision.
. and Fin?l Agency Action, which represents the results of that review, will be. relea~ed:
simultaneously .by the Department of Health, Division of Medicaid and Health Financing.
:.
:

Within twenty (20) days after the date that this Final Agency Order is issued, you may file a written
request for -reconsideration with the Medicaid Fo1mal Hearings Office. Judicial review may be:
~~curee:l by filing a petition in the Utah Court.of Appeals within thirty (30) days of the issuance·of
•this Final Agency·Orcter.
·
;

: ._ · DATED, thiszlek-day oiSeptember, 2014.·

::

DrewQuinn ·
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

~l;1 .
;~

•It
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SUPERIOR SYSTEM WAIVER
SECTION! ·
1.1

BACKGROUND AND AU'THORJ'I'Y

Authority

The authority to evaluate the need for admissions Bnd continued stays in an acute care
general h0spi1al, and of the quality of the care provided, 1ue, defined in the Utah State Plan,
Attachment 4.19..A and 42 Code of'Federal Regulations 456.121 through 456. 137, In addition,
the authority for this waiver request is defined under 42 CFR, Part 456, Subpart H. This waiver
will also include utilization review for tbe Utah State Hospital as defined under 42 CPR 456,
SubpartD.

1.2

i

Provisions Governi1'g the Program

The provl!.ions of Utah>.s Hospital Utili.r.a.1ion Review Progtam shall be governed by Title
XIX of the Social Security Act, the 1aws of the State ofUtah, under authority as granted by
regulations set forth in Title 42 of the Code of Federal Regulations, the Utah State Plan and Utah
Administrative Rules. The DMslon ofMedlcaid and Health Flnancing (DMHF) and the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) fur Medicaid Services in Utah ensure compliance with these stntut~ and
regulations cited above.

-~
j

·1

i

;

1.3

Review Policy and Reimbursement

\;

·:i

;;

AB of this 4a.te, the Hospital Utilization Review Polley and reimburse~eot for inpatient
hospital services are desorlbed in Attachment 4.19-A of the Utah State Plan under T[tJe XIX, as
periodically amended. This policY. establishes a prospective payment Diagnostic Related Group
(DRG) reimbursement program for all hospltals except the Utah State Hospital and rural hospitals
as defined in the Utah State :Plan.
1,4

Office of I,zspector General for Medicaid Servlces

In order to meet the requirements ofthe Hospital Utilization neview Program and also meet
the requirements for a sto.tewlde surveillance and utilization control program, DMHII has entered
into a memorandum of understanding with the newly created Office of Inspector General for
Medicaid Services. which by state stature is empowered to pe1form these functions .
.-~
"·\

;~~

·.I
I

t:
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SECTION 11
2.1

.. . - - .

"'t... -

. ...... ,•~~......
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PURPOSE AND PROGRAM:
Purpose

The purpose of the Hospital Utilization Review Program is to ensure the appropriateness
and medical neces.,ity of:
1.

Admlsslons to a hospital or a. designated distinct-part unit within a. hospital,

2.

.Transfers from one acute care hospital to another acute care hospital or to a distinctpart rehabilitation wrlt or psychiatric unit in another acute Gare hospital (inter..facility
transfer),

3.

Transfers from an acute care setting to a distinct-part rehabilitation or psyclrlatric unit
within the Saine facility {intra-facility transfer),

4.

Continued stays:
a.
b.

5.

For urban hospitals, the charges above the specific DRG outlier threshold ate
reviewed,
For rural hospitals, the charges for each additlonal day above the average length
ofstay are reviewed, and

Surgical services and invasive diagnostic procedures,

2.2

Additional Reviews

The H~splta1 Utilization Revlow program will also perform review~ to:
I.

Validate the principal diagnosis and/or principal surgical procedure reflected on paid claims

to ensure consistency with the attending physician's determination and documentation e.s found in

the patientls medical record.
2, Valid.ate the presence of co-morbidity, as found on the claim~ determine Iflt is correct; if it is
consistent with the attending physician's determination and compatible with documentation found
in the patient's medical record,
3.

Assure timeliness ond quality of care received,
4.

5,

Sareguard against inappropriate uti.li2ation and non-covered ca.re,

Ensure provider compliance wlth state and federal regulations,
2
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6, Assure that documentation meets state and federal requirements and eufficien~y describes
the status of and services provided to the patient.

SECTION III
3, 1

UTILIZATION REVIEW COMMITTEE

llitroductlon

A Utilization Review (OR) Committee functlons within the Division. The chairperson of the
Committee is a physicjan licensed to practice in the State of Utah and an employee of, or
contracted by DMHF,

can

Although the Committee resides within the Division, the OlG ha1, access to and
use the,
committee as a resource for professional evaluations and recommendations during the course of
investigations, audits and reviews.

3,2

Voting Membersliip

Voting members of the conunittee a.re physicians licensed to practice in the State of Utah,
who are member, ofth.e consultant panel for the Division or employees of the Department of
Health. In addition1 otller voting Committea members include registered nurses licensed to
practke in the State ofUtabJ employed by thD Department of Health, and capable of performing
utilization review, and other professional staff determined by the Division Director to be
appropriate for the Coounittoo, Other professionals or Departlltent staff au~y be invited to specific
Committee meetings, as needed, for consultation and discussion in areas of their expertise, but
shall not be voting members of the Committee.

3.S

Confllct ofInterest

In making deternunntloua and decisions, the Committee lnsulntes itself from any conflict of
interest through members disqualifyin.g themselves from voting when they are responsible for the
direct care of a patlont whose care la being reviewed, or when they have a :financial interest in any
entity directly benefitting from t:he decision.

3,4

SC(Jpe of Committee Activities

This Committee is advisory to the Division. All decisions of the Committee ere subject to
:3
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the review and approval of the Division Dtrectot or his/hor designee. The scope and .authorlty of
the Committee include, but ere not ]united to:
1.

Responding to inquiries from the DIG relating to the adoption of review protocols.
criteria, guidelines, and standards to support the purpose ofHospil'al Utilization
Review .

2.

Making medical recommendations in the context of reimbursement, including
appropriateness of care and services,

.'i

·,

Making recommendations to the OIG for one or more areas of focus for a particular

3.

· review sample,
4.

Recomn1ending additional studies, reviews and autllts of individual hospitals,
physicians, or patients, [IJld of specific diagnoses, procedures, or other i8$Ues to the
OIG,

5.

Seeldng additional consultatlon tlB needed,

6.

Providing consultation on written critMuets to the Policy Committee,

7.

R~ommending possible remedial actions against a provider to the OIG, and

8.

lnterVenlng on a. professional basls with hospltals, hospital professional committeea.
and physiclaus.

3.5

~-

Commltt~Meetings

. The Committee will meet weekly on a regularly scheduled basis when tl1ere is review .
business to conduct. Unscheduled meetings may be called on a more frequent basis to meet the
needs of the program. Emergency meetings of the Committee may be held with attendees
present_ or may be conducted as a telephone conference. The emergency meeting shall consfat of
two staff physicians and two staff nurses with at lee.st two membeTil of the Committee
participating. Further, all remedial recommendations require tne signatures of at least two
physlcinns. The following actions may be taken during an emergency meeting!
1,

R~com.tnend remedial actions, and

2.

Approve or deny relmbursement fot emergency care wh~re applicable.

When any decision is made dudng an emergency meeting as desciibed above, the
reco~endatlon represents a final decision by a full Committee.
4
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Office of the Inspector Generlll

iI

STATE OFtJTAH

r

l

l
~

\
August a, 2013

I

MPI; 13·199-919

UTAH VALLEY HSP • PSYCti
1034 NORTH-60O WEST

t

PROVO, t.rr 846040000

l
l

RE: No11ce of'Recov.ery

Dear Medleald Provlder:
The Utah Office of lnspeeter ~-~!-'~E~ 1P.l~~ ~J)d~9.t~te~~-:p,a~-~r!~-~vlews of selected
Medicaid claims. As a result yoir'are·herens, notlflecrtnatyou·were'·ollerpl:ita·b,;Mt3dlcald,1n 1the

amQ~QticieFt~fled.~n ·\her~ttache.d ~oqvm..ant.

Unless you have been lnetructed on the attashment to rablll a o}alrn, or If y.ou would prefer to
make other arraRgements1 an offset wm be lnl\fat~d. For other arrangements, prea~e-oontact
Gene Cottrell at (601) 538-9284, If you agree with these flnd!ng~ and wtsh to maff a check
for the amount, pfease mall It to:

Departm~nt of Administrative Services
Office of Inspector General
PO l?,OJ:'.1-4~ 11·e-~· . .
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-1183
If you have queslfans or need any addttlonal Information ple~sa contact ttie Office of lnspector
Ge11eral at {801) 638--6087.

If you ~ls agree with these findings, you have the rfght to a hearln~. To bbtafn a hearlng·you
must complete the enclosed 11Raquest for Hearing". form. Your right to a hearing wlll be waived
unless the completed form Is reoafVed at the foliowfng address w.tthln thirty (SD) calendar days
from the date o11hls letter.

?_

.,

i

·

Office of Inspector General
Qnnon Rcalth Buildlne, 2S5 North 146.0 We:41, S}IU I.ab CC)', Ut1h 8.~ 116 • Mlrillun: PO 'Box 1431°' Salt Lalca aty, Ullh 84114-3103
(g!c,ilall.o (801) SJ84M7 • l!IGJ!mllo (601)338-63&2 • www.olr,:,lllah,cOT
.
·

:
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PO Box 143103
Salt Lake City, Ut-ah 84114-3103

For correct handling and dellvery, you must enclose a copy of this letter wrih all
correspondenGe. OlG will not be responsible for inappropriate routing when a copy of
the letter 1s not attached.

Sincerely,

l
I

Laursn-c. Chr.J&ten&m
Offtoe of lrtspector Gene.ml

Enclosures:

,!

Notrce of Recovery
Malling Certlfloata
Hearing~ Appeal Form

I

l
:'

l

I

,.
:•

;

·-~

..

Omen He11llh Bulllilna. 2S8 Ncrdi 1460 \Vest, Salt take ct!)', Utah 8411d •'Ma1111111 PO 'Sa1 143103 SIil( lab ctty, Uuh 8411~103
W'PhODO (801) S38-6087 ·tho:hrulo(BOl)538~81• www.otg.uhl)1.goy
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I certify that on August 6, 2013, I malled a trua and correct copy of the followrng Notice of .
Agency Aotfon via first class U.S. mall, postage prepaid, to the following provider. The provider
address ls the malllng address on file with the Department of Health.
Notrce of Agency Action: Notice of Recovery

',)'

·;

UTAH VALLEY HSP .. PSYCH
1034 NORTH 500 WEST

J.

PROVO,UT 846040000

~

J
j

~

Provlder Name:, and Adw:css:

,,

i

...

Provider No: 942854057201

Case Number: MP.113-199-919

~

J

:~

t
;i
a•I rtl

!

I

i
r4

-lauren 0. Chrlst-ell$8fl

~

Office of Inspector General

~

I Ii
~

~,I
~

~

•l
f~

~

~~

Caralon Hcanh Building, 28l'Nodlt H60 We.st. Baltlalai Cl1)', trlib um6 • Milling: l'O BOIi 143103 Seit ui'b:ICit)', tHah 1Ml14-3J03
iclaphono (101) S38-60B7 • lioilmilc (SOI) SJU:38.2 • www.oig.utah.gov
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UTAH OFFICE· OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
FINDJNGS REPORT
MPI 13~199·819
·!.,

PROV.ID ER:

UTAH VALLEY HOSP PSYCH

RECIPNAME:

STOUT, DAVID

IP:

942854057201

ID:

0810406791

DOB:

05/2711978

TCN"!

11007210000000600·

RE:

DOS:

12{06/2010-12/23/2010

I

r
!

REASON FOR REVIEW:
Office of the- Inspector Gel'leral {OIG) Is rasponalbla to monltorTltle }.(IX (Medlcald Program} of the
Social Sacurfty Act A part of this responsibility Is a r-equfremen~ under the law, to complete a postpayment review and verify that claims have been pald In c:ompnance with State Adllllnlsttative Rules
and Utah Medicaid PoHcy.
FINDINGS OF c\llDENCl;:

The recipient noted above Was admitted to UTAH VALLEY HOSP PSYCH, with the prlmat~ diagnosis
of: Obsess/Va--compufsNe dlsorder(JC0.9 oode 300.:3). Psychla1rlo !l'lpatlent hospital services In a
paychlatrlc unit are oovered services for the dlagno~a of ObsesslV.e-compuls/ve disorder {fbD-9 code
300.3), when provided through a PrepaJd Mental ~1th Plan (PMHP). ·Me"tUt-akl ~i-o·IJment
frifC>rmatlon·.Jndh;ates,thatiaUhtttlme ·of1h ts~serv-1 ce;'the·pre-p·att1•til'bntal 'h·ealtb-µlan>forthls,
rec1piontwas ·Wasatc/1--~f1ntaJ. HeiJ{th.•. ,..
According to The Utah Medloa\d Provider Manual, Section I '1GENERAL INPORMATI0N", 4-3 aMents/
Health Sarvtoas~ and 4-4 'Provider enrollment in a Heafth Plsn", ~rovfdars who are participating
providers with a health plan and providing aeivlces to- a healtn plan .enrolle!:l, must folfQW the
requirements of that health plan Jnolucllng'Preautho{lzaUbf1=reqt:slfdmlsl1ts:if1l:l·pr<Mdertibtafns
paymenHrGm the:healt1'11planlAII questions concerning services covered "by or payment from a health
plan must be directed to the appropri,ate heatth plan,.-Aooorolng.,:fo,UtahAdmfnlstratNe-Qotte;··R4=t4-2A"&(f·)·''"/npatient-hsspr"taJ:psyc/7/attio•serv/ces-am ,a,vaila/Jle only.·to.clients..nof res/dl11g-fn-a .couoty
oovered ,by-s-preps/J:1:mentaJ hoalth plan. f ·~·
·

RESULTS:

T'1~,Ql~JIP.9~:~~lhP..Y.~~~lroe.l:}lR,fi $~ 5.'270;7.8;• ¥01:1 •must·refuhd thts ·atnounrto -tJtah 'MediBald· and
seek:-ra1mbttr:semant1lrom Wasalah !Mental ·Health•. ,,.
Reviewed by:
Shanna Anderson, RN
Nurse Investigator

August2,2013
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~Tasatch Mental Health
Emhraci.llg Wellnes$
Juergen KorlJanku, Ph.D.
E:xecutlv9 Director
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A mc1·IL'll1t Jinrk 11n1nll7 Ofnie
S78 F:nstJUO Sonlb

,\ mcricao Ftwlr, Ul' 84003
Tel~: (Ml) 763,SOJO
F,,x: (801) 763,0461

fl

.,1
~

.J.1
;i
~

Pnrk,•ll!W C11 mpu•
1161 East JOO Norli1
.Pro,o, ur 8.(606-3539
Tclc: (001) 373-4765
rm ~1) 37S40-l5

,\

~
q
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l'rol'il llh111Uy.Cli11il!
l165 81rn JOOJtmth

rro,•o, lrr 8<l'G'06-3539.
1·c1c: (801)J7J..121J
Jl'ia: (801) 852-:1!150
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'Pro10 Sontb OJnle
~o Ell~ GfJO Soolh
Provo, UT941i0G
Tclc: (!!Ol) 852-3189
Fnx: (80 l) 37$-lOlll

.9p11nl:sh llork li'~rully CDnlc
60'1 Eut l<lrhy Lam:
S'p1111lsl1 ForlL, UT 84660
T.rJe: (fi01) 794-6700
J•'nx: (80J) 1?4-6G84
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Wutpnrk Cli11Jc/Atln1l11, OIDcc
10 N"ortt r.'n~oni Rhd., Suitt Jao
Provo, UT Jl46Ul..J68S
l~nx: (8111)J73-D6J9

j

wiu11tch Count)' (1'11111\Jy Olltlo
5S South 500 .Ens!..
HcberJ l1Tff1Q3l
Tele: {435) GS.l-3003
1711'11 (435) 654-030!>
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Re: Appeal
Client:

Stout, David
Member ID:
0810405791
Data of Service: 12-8-2010 to_ 12-23-10
144-62500733
Account No:

I have read your appeal letter and reviewed the Information pertaining to David
Stout's Inpatient dates of services 12-8-10 to 12-23-10 at Utah Valley Regional
~edical ·e.enter ~RMC).
, ·.

Your reaso~ for the appeal s~att?d.in your- letter Is that "This ·cJahn was inttially

pa.id by Medicaid Fee-For-Service ~nd it wasn't until OIG audited·the account
In August 2013 that Utah Valley Regional Medical Center was made aware of
the m,ed to report these charges to Wasatch Mental Health."
As I reviewed the Information related to this appeal. I discovered:
1. The Admfssion Record of Utah Valley Regional Medical Center under
Insurance #11s liated Medicaid Ut-Traditlonal
2. In the Evaluation note dated 12w8.. 10 In our electronic health record
states the following "After David's sister-i11~law transported him to the
UVRMC ER, this crisis worker (Jennifer 1-lolden) met w/ the client, the
ER doctor, and the ER crlsls worker, and provided her Crisis Evaluation
write.up as well as copies of David's last two letters to his mother which
had been given to this crisis therapist for sharing.'
3. Wasatch Mental Health's lnpt Liaison Kip Landon "staffed cllent's case
with inpatient starr on 12-9-10, 12-13-10, 12-17-10, and 12-20-10.
4. On 12-17-10 David was Civilly Committed to Wasatch Mental Health
the Local Mental Health Authority for 6 months.

Teltl (Bill) 373-47&0

~

-~

To: Cody Thornock- Hearing Spaciallst, Paralegal
Centralized Appeals Unit
lntermountain Healthcare
1104 County Hills Dr. Suite 300
Ogden, Utah 84403

Based on the above Information, UVRMC should have known that Wasatch
Mental Health (WMH) was Involved ln this case. UVRM9 should also have
known that since he had Medicaid, V\'MH should have been billed. WMH Is the
payorfor Inpatient services for Prepaid Mental·Health Plan (PMHP)·and:Fee-For-Serv!ce .Medicaid withln Utah County. WMH has been paying WRMC for
PMHP and Fee-For-Seryice Medicaid for Inpatient services since 1994. Thus
Iha denial for filing the claim after the filing deadline had expired Is up held.

Website: \\'\VW,IYAs.,td,.ol'g
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Please understand If you disagree with this ruling, UVRMC has the right to request a State Fair

hearing with the Medicaid Administrative Law Judge, Please see the enclosed information,

Slncerely yours.
Doran Williams LCSW
Associate Director
Wasatch Mental Health
801-373-4160
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